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FOREWORD:

Welcome to the fifth edition of the LDC E-Newsletter, this is a crucial
edition as we close the financial year. I appreciate the work done by
staff and the editorial team for the past financial year.
I am sure the Institution’s flow of information has improved because of
the work of the editorial team. This edition is even far much better than
the earlier ones.
As the Centre expands, there will be more opportunities to have a
wider coverage of the events happening in all our Campuses. The
Management of LDC is committed to seeing LDC grow. I encourage the
editorial team to see how to make the publications even better so that
we have all staff participate and have a sense of ownership.
Enjoy this edition.
Frank Nigel Othembi
DIRECTOR
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664 LAWYERS NOW READY TO
BECOME ADVOCATES

By Paul Mukiibi
Head of Subject, Department of Law & CLE

Law Development Centre, held its 46th Graduation Ceremony on Friday 21st June 2019 at its
main Campus at Kampala. A total of 1,249 graduands were awarded Diplomas (more than 70%
pass rate) as follows; 43 for Diploma in Human Rights, 542 for Diploma in Law and 664 for
Post Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice (Bar Course). This is the biggest number of graduates
appearing in one graduation ceremony in the history of LDC. Thanks to the management for this
achievement.

Some of the graduands at the ceremony

Mrs. Mutabingwa Annette, Head,
Post Graduate Legal Studies and
Legal Aid, reading out the names
of the graduates

The ceremony was graced by Hon. Lady Justice Irene
Mulyagonja, the Inspector General of Government (IGG) and
other important dignitaries. In her speech, she congratulated
all the graduates and LDC management for the achievement.
She further thanked the parents and guardians who supported
the students in their academic journey to the achievement
registered and challenged all the graduates to be ready to face
the world and instil professionalism and integrity in their
professional career.
The Guest of Honour, Hon. Lady Justice Irene
Mulyagonja, the Inspector General of Government
(IGG), during her speech at the 46th Ceremony.
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The Chairperson LDC Management Committee
congratulated the graduates for the success registered,
thanked the parents and guardians for the continued
support to the students, appreciated LDC senior
management and teaching staff for their continued
support and dedication to their work.
The
Chairperson
LDC
Management
Committee, Hon. Justice Stella Arach-Amoko
and other dignitaries at the ceremony
The President, Uganda Law Society (ULS), Mr. Simon Peter
Kinobe challenged the graduates to give priority to the cause of
justice in the country. He welcomed them to join ULS and tap
the opportunities in Alternative Dispute Resolution specifically
mediation which has been spearheaded by ULS and other
partners.
Protocol Sub-committee in a selfie-moment with
President Uganda Law Society-Mr. Simon Peter Kinobe

Some of the staff at the
graduation ceremony-Ms.
Linda Alinda, Mr. Tom
Mbalinda and Ms. Lydia
Namuli

The Director, LDC, Mr. Frank Nigel Othembi
thanked all the invited guests, LDC Management
Committee, LDC senior management team,
teaching and administrative staff, parents and
guardians for honouring the invitation and
turning up in large numbers to the ceremony.
He also congratulated the graduates for having
excelled and encouraged them to be good
ambassadors of LDC in the entire world having
joined the LDC alumni. He also thanked the LDC
administration for having registered a big number
of graduates in the history of LDC and reminded
the guests about the existence of the regional
Campuses ie the Western (Mbarara) Campus
that is currently running and the Northern
campus that will be opened in the near future.
The Director, Deputy Director and other guests
in attendance
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Graduates that excelled were awarded prizes
which included; the Chairperson, Uganda
Human Rights Award, the Chairperson LDC,
Management Committee award, LDC Director’s
award, the Minister of Public Service award,
the Chairperson LDC, Management Committee
award, LDC Director’s award, the Chief
Justice’s award, Attorney General’s award, the
Principal Judge’s award, ULS award, Ligomarc
Advocates award, Agaba Muhairwe’s award,
Acadia Advocates award, Katende Ssempebwa
& Co. Advocates award and DPP’s award.

The ceremony was followed by a joint lunch
of all the invited guests, top management,
teaching and administrative staff of LDC.

Graduation after party

The Director hosted the Graduation Organising
Committee and other senior staff members to
a dinner to appreciate them for the work well
done. The dinner took place on Friday 28th
June 2019 at La Cabana Restaurant at Speke
Apartments, Wampewo Avenue, Kololo. The
Director expressed deep appreciation to the
Committee and gave positive feedback from the
invited guests for the colourful organisation.
Thanks to Ms. Rose Kawesa Nalule, the
Chairperson and her Team.

One of the graduates receiving a prize

The Graduation Committee members and senior staff at the dinner

ARUA HOSTS LDC SENIOR STAFF FOR TEAM BUILDING
By Newsletter Editorial Board
The Law Development Centre held a senior staff retreat from 22nd to 25th May, 2019 at Hotel Desert
Breeze in Arua District. The four (4) day event whose theme was “Break-through to Excellence” was
designed to accord an opportunity to senior staff to reflect on topical issues that would strengthen
‘Team LDC’ and provide impetus for a unified action planning, among other things. The retreat
was officially opened by the Director, Mr. Frank Nigel Othembi. In his remarks, he emphasized
bonding as a very strategic way of team building. He noted that each team member had a stake in
LDC and working relations ought to be improved through nurturing team work. His expectation
was that the team would go back to LDC energized and ready to take LDC to another level.
A number of activities were carried out in Arua and Nebbi Districts respectively which included
group work, presentations and team building exercises. The various presentations and group work
focused on strategic management. The Director made a presentation on ‘Effective Delegation’
where he elaborated on the meaning of the term ‘delegation’, the purpose of delegating, matters
that should not be delegated and the powers to delegate.
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The 24th of May 2019 was resorted to team
building activities. Three teams were formed
namely; Team Ofaka led by Hamis Lukyamuzi,
Team Strikers led by Sylvester Wambuga and
Team Achievers led by Henry Kunya. The day
started as early as 6:00 am. The teams assembled
outside the conference room at Desert Breeze
Hotel ready to undertake the tasks. No phones
were allowed that day until the conclusion of
the day’s tasks except one phone per group
which was used for communication of the tasks.
The activities included locating roads, hotels,
brain teasers, logic, hands on tasks, mountain
climbing, dancing competitions inter alia which
lasted until 4:00 pm. Later the team was treated
to a dinner at Villa Martina Hotel in Nebbi
District.

The teams were appreciated for their active
participation in the team building activities and
emphasis was put on ‘consistency’ as a key issue in
team building. The teams won awards including
Leadership Awards that went to the team leaders
and their secretaries, best morale booster, most
innovative team member, most out-standing
team member, best ndombolo dancer, best
mountain climber, spirit of team work and best
presentation. Team Ofaka emerged the over-all
winner and all teams were, congratulated for
being ‘winners’. Team members were, however,
reminded of their responsibility towards the
most important Team; ‘Team LDC’. Big thanks
to the organizers and the LDC Management.

Part of the team on its
way to Arua
Mr. Frank Nigel training staff on effective
delegation and team building

Some of the members of Team Strikers in a task
preparatory meeting
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This is what they call strategy—
Team Achievers

Some teams created their
own tasks and they ended up
occupying certain positions

Team achievers on top of Mt. Minzi

Some members of Team Strikers conquring Mt. Minzi

Locating the Swine road
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Team Ofaka tackling the brain teaser
and at the DRC Border

Team OFAKA-the winning team Team Achievers won the
poses for a photo all smiles
best presentation award

STAFF GEAR UP FOR THE 3RD EDITION
OF CORPORATE DAY OUTING
By Newsletter Editorial Team
The 3rd edition of the LDC corporate day will take
place on 26th July 2019 at Extreme Adventures
in Busiika. The preparations are in high gear as
can be seen from the pictorial. There are four
teams vying for the trophy to wit: Team greenthe Cheetahs, Team blue-the Gazelles, Team
Yellow-the sunshine and Team Red. Do not be
surprised if at the end of the Day the results
turnout in the order lined up as above.
The training commenced in June 2019. It
takes place every Thursday evening starting
at 5:00pm. The teams attend in big numbers
in anticipation for the big day. Various team
meetings have been held in strategizing on how
to get home with the trophy. The games/tasks
for the day will include football, volley ball, low
elements, target shooting, dancing, running, net
climbing inter alia.

Team Green-the Cheetahs at the
training grounds

The first task will be the time keeping i.e who gets to the venue first.
The teams have also made visits to the venue to get familiar with it,
know the route (win the first task which earns 5 marks) and do some
training. This is part of the LDC team building activities and hence
management is appreciated for this kind of staff motivation. Big up
for the staff members who have managed to turn up for the training
in big numbers. May the strongest team win. Below is the pictorial for
the preparations.

The best Jersey ever-Team Green

A visit to the
venue by team
Yellow
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Some of the team blue members were also present for training

Preparations for corporate day on going

UPDATES FROM
MBARARA REGIONAL CAMPUS
By Dixon Byaruhanga
Senior Legal Officer/Ag. Assistant
Director, Mbarara Campus
Students’ sports gala
On the 6th of April, 2019, the first students’
sports gala at the Campus was held with
competitions in the games of volley ball,
football, board games, and relays. The
sports gala was kicked off by the Senior Legal
Officer and Acting Assistant Director, Law
Development Centre, Mbarara Regional
Campus.

Graduation
he first graduation ceremony at the Law
Development Centre, Mbarara Regional
Campus was held on the 15th of April,
2019. 66 students were awarded Certificates in
the Administrative Officers’ Law Course. The
certificate award ceremony was presided over
by the Director Law Development Centre, Mr.
Frank Nigel Othembi. The graduates received
certificates on graduation day and many were
happy with this.

T

Students at the gala
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Students at the ceremony

Staff having a snack before the
ceremony

A students’ representative in her
speech

The Best
performers were
awarded prizes

New systems in the Finance
Department
By Joy Badebye
Head, Finance and Planning

As a Government institution, The Law Development
Centre was rolled out on the integrated financial
management system (IFMS) in February 2017, with a
hybrid running up to 30th June 2017. On 1st July 2017,
LDC was fully integrated to IFMS.
IFMS is an IT based budgeting and accounting system
that manages spending, payment processing, budgeting,
purchasing and reporting for Government entities.
IFMS has the following functions; accounting and
reporting (general ledger), budgeting, cash management,
revenue receipting, accounts receivables, purchasing
(procurement) and fixed asset management inter alia.
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Some of the Finance Department staff
posing for a photo

The roll out was done in phases starting
mainly with payments and procurements,
then accounting and reporting. IFMS has
also been interfaced with NSSF whereby a
reference number for a list upload is attached
to every NSSF invoice paid. IFMS has also been
interfaced with E-registration portal where
suppliers and employees are registered online
and a supplier number issued. No supplier
or employee can be paid without a supplier
number. To address casual staff, volunteers,
and externals examiners without supplier
numbers, IFMS has also been interfaced with
the E-cash portal where by beneficiaries are
required to provide a registered telephone
number through which payment is made.

IFMS has been benefited LDC in the following
ways: operations are faster, timely and
easy access to accurate information, easy
of movement and tracking of payments or
local purchase orders for approval, financial
reporting has been simplified, there is
increased level of transparency, it has helped
with effective budgetary control, it has reduced
on amount of paper work and the trainings
for IFMS have enhanced skills for user staff.
Law Development Centre has also been
integrated on AIMS that is Academic
information management System. AIMS is
a Government information management
system for public universities and academic
institutions. It is also interfaced with IFMS to
capture record and report on non-tax revenue
that includes mainly education related fees.
Students will be required to log on to this
webpage https://ldcstudent.zeevarsity.com
to access a reference number that they will be
using to make payments in the bank.

Staff Members of the Department,
Imelda Kaija, Nyanzi Geoffrey both
Senior Accounts, Harriet Nakayiza and
Cyrus Rukanga
Interning in the
Finance & planning
department

LDC PUBLISHERS READY TO DO MORE
By Mary Immaculate Akello
Marketing Officer/Ag. Manager Publishers
LDC Publishers Section was established in January 1973 to
fulfill LDC’s statutory mandate of publishing periodicals,
bulletins, digests, reprint of the Acts Parliament and other
written materials for use by law students, members of the
legal profession and the general public.
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Civil and criminal justice bench book in the bookshop for sale

The Section consists of two Units; The Printing House
and the Bookshop. It is headed by the Manager LDC
Publishers with eight staffs, six Press Technicians
attached to the printing House, Sales and Marketing
Officer and Accounts Assistant attached to the
Bookshop. Currently, the Section is printing of Acts
of Parliament, Statutes, and Examination/IA booklets
and binding of Library books.
Ms. Charity and Ms. Gertrude selling books on
the graduation day.
The LDC Publishers normally
participate in various exhibition
among which was National Budget
Week 2019 at Kololo Airstrip.
Uganda Law Reports and other
Law books on display foe sale
in the bookshop

LDC bids farewell to its Diploma in Law
2018/19 Class
Herman Tuhairwe, Research & Publications Officer
LDC held a farewell party for its Diploma in Law 20182019 class. The party was a sendoff to the students
who had been part of the institution for close to one
year. The party was aptly timed. It was held on Friday
14th June 2019 while final exams were to begin on
Monday 17th June 2019
The Guest of Honour was the Director LDC. In his
speech, he appreciated the students for having been
a disciplined class that the administration had had no
major challenges with. He, however, implored them Students enjoying the party
that the Diploma should be a beginning not an end,
and that they should aspire to undertake the LLB
degree and thereafter return to the Centre for the Bar
Course. He wished them good luck in their upcoming
final exams.
In his remarks, the Head, Department of Law and
Continuing Legal Education also appreciated the class
for being disciplined and hardworking. He has elated
to inform the Director that this academic year, for
the first time, students had been taught how to draft
court documents. He also stated that the students had
been imparted with practical skills to enable them
be fruitful. This was a departure from the previous
mode of teaching whereby students were only taught
theoretical principles. He noted that this was a new The Head Department of Department
endeavor intended to better prepare the students for of Law, Mr. Precious Ngabirano
addressing the guests.
11 the day to day aspects in the real world.

There were interesting interludes throughout the event. No one knew that the 2018/2019
class is full of talents until dance groups and musicians entertained the persons in attendance.
Nonetheless, it was worthwhile. With the speeches done, the students were treated to a
sumptuous meal. Thereafter, the dance floor was opened till late.
Speaking after the event, Zaid Ziwa, the class leader for the evening class and an aspirant for
Member of Parliamen in 2021 said he was happy about the party and his time in LDC as a whole.
He said LDC would forever be in his heart.

Students at the party

Some of the LDC staff in attendance

LDC introduces research in the
Bar Course curriculum
Interview with:
Sylvester Wambuga,
Deputy Head, Post Graduate Legal
Studies & Legal Aid

The LDC Newsletter Team had a chat with
Mr Sylvester Henry Wambuga, the Deputy
Head of the Department of Post Graduate
Legal Studies and Legal Aid about the
recently introduced Research paper for Bar
Course Students. The Team found him in
a good mood (We later learn that he was
happy because results for First and Second
Term have been released and students had
performed very well)
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Commonwealth Lawyers meet in Zambia
By Gillian Tumushabe
Executive Assistant to Director/Senior
Legal Officer
The Commonwealth Lawyers Conference (CLC)
is a bi-annual event and the 21st Conference was
held in Livingstone, Zambia from 8th to 12th
April 2019. It was hosted by the Commonwealth
Lawyers Association together with the Law
Association of Zambia.

The Director and Executive Assistant
represented LDC
LDC was represented by the Chairperson, LDC Management Committee, Justice Stella ArachAmoko, the Director LDC, Mr. Frank Nigel Othembi and Executive Assistant to Director, Ms.
Gillian Tumushabe. Organized under the theme,“ The Rule of Law in Retreat? Challenges for
the Modern Commonwealth.” The theme was explored through four streams; corporate and
commercial law, constitutionalism, human rights and the Rule of Law, the legal judicial profession
and contemporary legal topics. The opening ceremony was officiated by the President of Zambia,
HE Edgar Lungu.
The Conference attracted members of the legal fraternity across the
Commonwealth by offering a platform to discuss topical issues. It also gave
a platform to young lawyers to interact with those older in the profession
through sharing of experiences from home to regional jurisdictions
and from across continents. As part of corporate responsibility, CLC
chooses which charity to adopt and the 2019 event chose The Zambezi
Sunrise Trust. It undertook to fund the construction of a classroom at
Linda Community School. The school, only fifteen minutes away from
the conference venue, provides a primary education for 470 children
selected as those most vulnerable by the local community. The majority
are orphans.

The Conference gave
an opportunity to
LDC Management
and Staff to interact
with other judges
and lawyers and
learn , adopt best
practices from other
jurisdictions. Thanks
to LDC management.

LDC starts multi-storied building project
By Newsletter Editorial Team
The Law Development Centre is undertaking a project to construct a multi-storied building as
part of its structural developments. The project comprises of 3 buildings namely; Block A which
has four floors consisting of administrative staff (i.e. Directors, Secretary, Finance Department,
Human Resource and Administration Department, Procurement, ICT and Audit.), Block B which
has ten floors consisting of lecture/firm rooms on 5 floors, court room on 1 floor, library on 2
floors, publisher and stores on the basement floor, and a hall on the last floor and Block C which
has seven floors consisting of academic staff, legal aid clinic and academic registrar’s department.
The whole project is expected to take 60 billion Uganda shillings as per the current dollar rate.
LDC has decided to implement this project in phases.
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Phase 1 involves massive excavation of earthworks
in the substructure, construction of the RC frame
and block work for the basement and ground floors
of Block B. LDC has acquired a contractor (M/s
Alliance Technical Services Ltd) and a consultant
(M/s Oubuntu Consulting Ltd). The contractor
signed the contract on 17th April 2019, while the
consultant signed the contract on 18th June 2019.
The contractor was handed the site by the client on
29th April 2019 for purposes of mobilizing and site
clearance. The consultant was handed over the site
immediately after signing on 17th June 2019. The
consultant handed over the site to the contractor on
26th July 2019 and immediately works started.
The Building and assets committee is in charge
of supervising and implementation of the project

and it is chaired by Mr. Bakunzi Didas
Mufasha,
the Secretary of LDC
It is envisaged that the government
of Uganda will fund the project to
completion. LDC is in the final stages of
writing a development proposal for the
inclusion in the development plans for the
government. Other phases will involve
and will be determined by government
funding: Completion of frame work for
block B, Framework construction of
block C and A, Finishes for all the blocks
and external works and Furnishing the
all the blocks.

The LDC management team hands over the site to the construction company

May and June
“babies” feast
By Newsletter Editorial Team

Signing of the relevant documents

As part of staff motivation, The Law Development Centre
celebrates birthday for its staff every two months. The
recent celebration was for May and June babies.
May Borns;
Nyangoma Patricia, Omongo Apollo,
Lukyamuzi Hamis, Namukasa Mariam, Namuyomba
Sylvia, Tibanyendera Sarah, Matovu Moses, Mulalira Faisal,
Kyeyune A. Collins, Kiyuba Mary, Katushabe Prossy, Akello
Mary, Tumushabe Gillian, Kibwang Makmot
June Borns; Robert Mackay, Turyasiima Anita, Waiswa
Edward, Kakuru Martin, Mwebembezi Richard, Kaija
Immelda Mugabi, Kemirembe Phabith, Abalo Phiona,
Wanyama Edrine, Opio Michael, Tusiimire Sylvia, Okello
Jonathan and Mooli Albert Sibuta
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Mr. Everest Turyahaikayo graced the event as the Guest of
Honour. The party was highly attended and staff had a good
time. Big up to management for this very motivating event.

Guest of Honour in a speech and serving with
the birthday babies

Some of the Birthday Babies

Our delicious cake being cut by the Guest of Honour,
Director, the babies and other staff
Our own Sentongo (the
‘Lincencee’ of LDC as Mr.
James Nangwala would
say) also joined us for the
celebrations

The Director and staff
having fan at the party
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The Chair, herself

Hard to reach area clerkship students briefed
while Kagugube residents are sensitized
By Susan Nabirye
Senior Legal Officer, LAC
Orientation of Students on the Hard to Reach
Districts Clerkship
Program:
The Law Development Centre has in the recent past introduced a
“Bar Course student clerkship program in hard-to-reach areas.”
The program aims at complementing the Justice Law and Order
Sector (JLOS) objectives of ensuring access to justice for all and
reduction in case backlog. This is achieved through the use of
Bar Course Students to offer free legal representation to indigent
clients in hard-to-reach Districts as identified by JLOS.
The students are empowered by the Advocate (Students
Practice) Regulations 2004 to offer legal advice, counselling
and representation up to the level of the Chief Magistrates at
no cost under the supervision of a Magistrate or an Advocate.
All Bar Course Students are eligible to apply for Student Practice Certificates. This year LDC
offered support to ten (10) students to undertake clerkship in ten (10) hard-to-reach Districts of
Nakapiripirit, Moyo, Namayingo, Buliisa, Adjumani, Amuru, Abim, Kagadi, Kotido and Serere.
The “Bar Course student clerkship program in hard-to-reach areas” entrenches in the student,
community service values and helps improve access to justice through the students’ service. The
Judiciary has been very supportive of this initiative in the past years, particularly by providing
space for the students and further providing supervisory support to the students. Before sending
off the Students to their respective districts, the Legal Aid Clinic undertook to orient the students
for purposes of equipping them with skills for provision of Legal Aid services.

Bar Course students and staff of the Legal Aid Clinic during the orientation.
Community Legal Awareness session in Kagugube
Community Legal Awareness/Mobile Camp is one of various activities carried out by the Legal
Aid Clinic with support from JLOS. The Legal Aid Clinic in the month of June chose to attend to
our neighbors in Makerere-Kagugube/Kivulu, through conducting a legal awareness session.
It was yet another opportunity to expose the Bar Course students to the practical aspects of legal
aid service provision, and creating legal awareness at the same time. This was a much welcome
relief to the more than 100 residents reached out and attended to.
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Pictorial of the reach out to our
neighbors in Kagugube
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Humour Bits

Library Jokes and Funny One-liners

•Never judge a book by its movie. JW Eagan
•From the moment I picked your book up until I put it down I was convulsed
with laughter. Someday I intend reading it. Groucho Marx
•The first book of the Bible is Guinness's. In the book of Guinness, Adam
and Eve were created from an apple.
•Why didn't the thief burgle the library?
Because he was afraid the judge would give him a long sentence.
•How come the librarian slipped and fell in the library?
Because she strayed into the non-friction section
•What did one book say to the other one?
I just wanted to see if we are on the same page.
•What do you do if pet starts eating your library book?
Take the words right out of their mouth.
•I can't understand why a person will take a year to write a novel when he
can easily buy one for a few dollars. Fred Allen

The End
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